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Donating Democracy:
Measuring the Effectiveness of Foreign Aid in Central Asia

Abstract
The promotion of democracy abroad has become a critical national security
objective for the United States. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, newly
independent states have received millions in aid to facilitate their transition to
democracy. A significant portion of this funding has been administered by the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) through its
Democracy and Governance program. The program includes support for civil
society, a sphere of the polity in which citizens form autonomous associations.
Although civil society encompasses many different types of organizations,
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) form a significant portion of civil
society. In addition, they frequently act as intermediaries between donors and
governments, making them first in line to receive aid and primarily responsible
for its distribution. Thus, learning about what makes NGOs sustainable can
provide insight into the question of how to promote democracy abroad. This essay
uses regression analysis to examine the relationship between democracy
assistance from USAID and NGO sustainability in twenty-five post-communist
countries, with a special focus on the struggling region of Central Asia. The
results indicate that democracy assistance has no statistically significant effect on
NGO sustainability overall, and that other factors are more important. However,
the data also shows a small but significant impact on NGO sustainability in
Central Asia. This suggests that aid is more effective in regions where it is needed
most. Donors are urged to re-direct aid towards vulnerable nations while
simultaneously supporting the other determinants of NGO sustainability.

Introduction
The promotion of democracy abroad has become a critical national security objective for
the United States. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, America was eager to woo formerly
communist societies into the democratic fold. Newly independent states received millions in aid,
labeled “democracy assistance,” intended to support democratic transition and consolidation. A
portion of this funding has been earmarked for the development of civil society -- widely
considered to be a necessary prerequisite for a healthy and sustainable democracy (Linz and
Stepan, 1996; Diamond, Linz and Lipset, 1990).
Civil society is broadly defined as an “arena of the polity where self-organizing groups,
movements, and individuals, relatively autonomous from the state, attempt to articulate values,
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create associations and solidarities, and advance their interests” (Linz and Stepan, 1996, p. 7).
This arena encompasses everything from neighborhood and civic associations (such as trade
unions) to social movements and religious groups. Additionally, many contemporary scholars
have focused on nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)1 as vehicles for building civic
engagement (Mendelson and Glenn, 2002). But in spite of the high number of NGOs operating
throughout the post-communist world, civil society sectors among and within nations vary
widely in their quality and strength. Although some nations have developed strong networks of
civic engagement, others have failed to do so. Western-style civil society sectors exist in some
Eastern European nations, notably the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. In contrast,
civic engagement is weak and in some cases non-existent in the five Central Asian republics,
chronically under-developed nations with a shared history of repressive policies towards citizen
organizations (United States Agency for International Development [USAID], 2008). Although
many nongovernmental organizations exist in these countries, a truly independent, grassroots
civil society sector remains elusive.
In the past, scholars have assumed that the factors influencing civil society development
are derived from within society itself. The type of government, prevalence of basic freedoms,
political culture, and other endogenous variables have been shown to affect civil society. But
recently, within the past fifty years, the idea that civil society could be influenced by factors
coming from outside a society has become increasingly popular. The most obvious and
aggressive external variable is foreign aid: gifts or concessional loans provided by advanced
industrialized democracies to developing nations (Lumsdaine, 1993). As the aid industry has
grown and matured, assistance programs designed to strengthen and promote civic engagement
in other nations have proliferated. Rather than transferring cash directly to foreign governments,
aid programs usually route the money through NGOs for distribution (Carothers, 2009).
Currently, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) funds 589 USbased NGOs and 78 international NGOs that are involved in development work in foreign
nations (USAID, 2010)2 NGOs are both a conduit for and the subject of efforts to build stronger
civil society sectors abroad; learning about what makes them work may help contribute to the
1

NGOs are sometimes referred to as Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) or Private Voluntary
Organizations (PVOs)
2
Examples of USAID-funded NGOs in the post-communist world include Mercy Corps, Pact, Freedom
House, the International Center for Not-For-Profit Law (ICNL), the Eurasia Foundation and Counterpart
International, among others (USAID, 2010).
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success of those efforts.
Of the many factors contributing to the success of NGOs, aid from abroad has the
theoretical potential to make a positive impact. But what kind of influence does aid really have,
and how can we measure that influence? In order to learn more about the relationship between
aid and NGOs, this essay will investigate the following research question: does assistance from
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) significantly impact
nongovernmental organization (NGO) sustainability in the post-communist world? NGO
sustainability is broadly defined as the ability of NGOs to both survive and thrive in the longterm. A truly sustainable NGO 1) operates in an open legal environment where it can conduct its
activities without fear of government repression, 2) has the organizational and financial capacity
to provide services and carry out its activities 3) has the ability to engage with the state on behalf
of its members, and 4) is acknowledged by the public and viewed in a positive light.
Evidence from quantitative data was examined using multiple regression analysis. The
null hypothesis was that aid had no effect on NGO sustainability, while both alternative
hypotheses were explored. The findings show that aid has no statistically significant impact on
NGO sustainability in the post-communist world overall. However, aid does have a significant
positive impact in the Central Asian region. Although NGOs in Central Asia face more
political, legal, and economic hurdles than NGOs in other regions of the post-communist world,
they benefit more from the aid that they receive. Aid from USAID has helped Central Asian
NGOs overcome legal barriers set for them by authoritarian governments, improve public
awareness of and support for their work, obtain funding and qualified staff to carry out their
missions, and advocate on behalf of their members. However, aid has not helped strengthen the
environment in which NGOs operate: Central Asian NGOs still have little access to information
and technology, and have difficulty engaging in productive relationships with local businesses,
media, and other NGOs. In addition, aid has negatively impacted the ability of NGOs to provide
social services, ostensibly because NGOs compete with the government in this area.
The results also provide insight into the determinants of NGO sustainability apart from
aid. Economic wealth, democratic political reforms, low levels of corruption, and religious
diversity are found to have a statistically significant positive effect on NGO sustainability.
Interestingly, the data shows that inequality, as measured by the Gini coefficient, may contribute
to NGO sustainability as well, suggesting that the competitive environment of a market economy
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also encourages civic engagement. Finally, geographic distance from the West is correlated with
lower NGO sustainability. This finding adds to the existing literature on the association between
geographic proximity to the West and the growth of democratic prerequisites – including civil
society (Kopstein and Reilly, 2000). Altogether, the results suggest that NGO sustainability in
the post-communist world is impacted by a number of factors, only one of which is foreign aid.
As the results for Central Asia demonstrate, aid is more effective where it is needed the most.
Additionally, the work of other scholars suggests that individual programs funded by foreign aid
can be highly effective depending upon how they are administered and by whom. In-depth,
qualitative research is needed in order to fully understand and foster the determinants of these
successful programs.
This study focuses on U.S. assistance because the United States of America provides
vastly more foreign aid (in absolute terms) than other advanced industrialized democracies. It
donated over $25 billion dollars in 2008, compared to the second most generous country,
Germany, which donated only $12 billion (Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development [OECD], 2009)3 The United States Agency for International Development
(hereafter referred to as USAID) is the single largest provider of democracy assistance (National
Research Council, 2008). Because the portion of democracy assistance provided by USAID is
so large, examination of aid from this agency allows us to make inferences about U.S.
democracy assistance in general.
Similarly, even though NGOs are only one segment of civil society, measuring the health
of NGOs can tell us much about the overall quality of civil society. Donors such as USAID have
focused on NGOs as vehicles for aid because it allows them to avoid appearing as though they
are interfering with the internal affairs of sovereign nations (Carothers, 2009). NGOs are also
easy to identify, as they must be formally registered with the government. This type of
consistency and predictability facilitates comparisons of civil society sectors among nations.
All post-communist countries were included in the analysis. However, this essay also
focuses on a particularly understudied region in the post-communist world: Central Asia. Unlike
the nations of Eastern Europe which have relatively well-developed civil society sectors, the
3

However, as Easterly (2006) and others are quick to point out, when measured as a percentage of GDP,
the United States performs less well, donating only 0.18 percent of GDP (a miniscule percentage compared to that of
Sweden, which donated 0.98 percent in 2008) (OECD, 2009). From an aid recipient’s perspective, however, it is
absolute quantities of aid that matter the most – not the percentage of GDP.
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Central Asian republics (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan)
have experienced profound and persistent challenges from independence to the present day.
None of the five republics can even be considered electoral democracies (Freedom House, 2009),
nor do their governments exhibit other characteristics of liberal democracy4 such as an
independent media or the rule of law (McMann, 2006). Yet aid to the region is by all accounts
increasing5– largely as a result of the strategic interest that the region holds for the United States.
Thus, in addition to exploring the larger relationship between aid and NGO sustainability, this
research will seek a more in-depth understanding of the effects of aid in the Central Asian
region, where democracy is weakest and the role of aid strongest.
Twenty years have passed since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, and the effects of aid
distributed during the early periods of independence have had the opportunity to mature. This is
an excellent time to re-evaluate the impact of democracy assistance. The results may support or
challenge prior research about which factors influence civil society, and contribute new evidence
to justify or discourage the inclusion of external variables. Learning more about the factors that
impact NGO sustainability can provide insight into larger questions, including how to best
facilitate a country’s transition to democracy. Judgments regarding whether or not aid
significantly impacts NGO sustainability can add to the literature on aid effectiveness in general;
if aid helps build civil society, it may also help build the economy or solve social problems.
Although this study is limited in scope to the post-communist world, conclusions could be
applied (with some modifications) to other developing regions. Perhaps most importantly, the
results can be used to generate policy recommendations for officials who support democracy
promotion abroad.

4

This study assumes that democracy is the best form of government in existence today. Although
authoritarian regimes may have successfully achieved some economic and social goals, such regimes do not
generally foster the tolerance, freedom, or respect for human rights that are so essential to development (Diamond et
al, 1990). Similarly, even though some coercive regimes are outwardly peaceful, the calm is often deceptive,
masking significant disillusionment and dissent. Only democracy protects and promotes the diversity of ideas
necessary for a society to move forward. Thus, the underlying premise of this bias toward democracy is that
although democracy may be an imperfect system of government, it is the best one that we have.
5
See Figure 2 on page 23.
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Review of the Literature
Why civil society?
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union beginning in 1989, scholars have returned their
attention to civil society and its connection with a healthy democracy. However, this idea is
hardly new. The first to emphasis the importance of civic associations was Alexis de
Tocqueville in the early 1800s. He argued that the ability of citizens to associate with each other
freely would help them resist the tyranny of the majority in a democratic society (Tocqueville,
1945). In addition, civic associations help clarify public values and present them to the
government in a more honest way than the media could ever achieve (Tocqueville, 1945).
Citizens are able to rally around a common cause, share information, and utilize their collective
strength when voting or bargaining.
Contemporary scholars argue that the presence of civil society organizations contributes
positively to the quality of democratic processes and institutions (Putnam, 1995). Through free
association, citizens develop habits of public participation that are essential for a truly
democratic society. The networks formed among civil society organizations also foster a general
sense of reciprocity and trust, which encourages members to work together to advocate their
needs and wants (Diamond et al, 1990; Putnam, 1995). Finally, civil society organizations
channel public opinion, providing elites with information about the masses' preferences and
enabling them to create responsive policies (Mendelson and Glenn, 2000; Henry, 2001;
Henderson, 2002; McMann, 2006). In sum, most authors believe that a vibrant civil society is a
necessary condition for democracy.
Not all scholars accept this argument, particularly as it is applied to transitioning
societies. In some cases, civil society organizations may serve as counterweights to developing
democratic regimes, interfering with the policy process and damaging fragile institutions (Foley
and Edwards, 1996). Through free association, citizens may actively choose not to support or
participate in the democratic process (Howard, 2002). There is also a well-known empirical
critique of the civil society argument: civic engagement is declining across the world, yet most
democracies manage to remain as strong as ever (Putnam, 1995; Howard, 2002). Thus, although
civil society is certainly a necessary condition for democracy, it is not a sufficient condition.
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What factors influence civil society?
Many known and unknown factors influence civil society and contribute to its growth or
decline. Those that are known are divided into endogenous and exogenous factors. Initially,
scholars thought that the variables influencing civil society could only be endogenous. However,
theories involving external factors, including foreign aid and geopolitics, have gained traction in
recent years. Of the many variables influencing civil society, the following are most frequently
cited by contemporary scholars. Each category may have more or less of an impact than others,
and levels of influence may vary between cases (Huntington, 1991; Przeworski, A., Alvarez, M.,
Cheibub, J. A., and Limongi, F., 1996; Sarkissian, 2002).

Endogenous variables
Economic factors
Citizens with higher standards of living have already fulfilled their basic needs and are
free to participate in activities outside of work (Diamond et al, 1990; Przeworski et al, 1996).
Consequently, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) may also influence the strength of civil society. A
few critics, notably Olson and Huntington, argue that excessive growth may destabilize political
regimes (Olson, 1963; Huntington, 1991); however, these authors are in the minority. The
theory that economic growth influences the types of activities in which citizens engage contains
elements of what is called modernization theory.
Proponents of modernization theory argue that developing countries can learn from those
who have already industrialized by imitating their social, political and economic practices,
including laissez-faire economic policy and aggressive GDP growth (Woolcock, 2009). This
type of development can be measured by GDP alone, or as part of the Human Development
Index (HDI), which includes measures of education and health as well as GDP. The civic
contributions of healthy, educated citizens are usually of better quality; these citizens are also
less likely to engage in extremist politics (Diamond et al, 1990). In general, higher levels of
wealth, education, urbanization and industrialization bring about certain changes in society that
contribute positively to civic engagement (Sarkissian, 2002).
The presence of a large middle class is also an important pre-requisite for civil society,
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and for democracy in general (Dahl, 1971; Diamond et al, 1990; Huntington, 1991). Middle
class citizens do not experience the same feelings of deprivation and injustice as the lower
classes. They also possess the material means to participate – that is, they are able to spend time
away from work and are usually healthier and more educated. Unlike the upper classes, they
have less to lose from a popularly elected government and are not focused on maintaining the
status quo. Consequently, middle class citizens tend to be more tolerant in character, qualities
that are essential for civic engagement (Dahl, 1971; Sarkissian, 2002). Severe income
inequality, on the other hand, serves as a poor foundation for both civil society and democracy,
as inequality is often indicative of less interdependence between the classes. Lack of inter-class
association tends to stifle both civic engagement and political participation (Diamond et al, 1990;
Przeworski et al, 1996).

Political factors
One of the biggest indicators of democratic stability is whether or not a country has a
prior history of democratic rule (Linz and Stepan, 1996; Huntington 1991; Finkel, S. E., PerezLinan, A., Seliqson, M. A., Tate, C. N., 2008; Przeworski et al, 1996). If a country has
experienced democracy already, it is more likely to continue as a democracy. Although this may
seem like circular reasoning, some scholars have provided robust and convincing evidence that
the existence of parliamentary institutions (Linz and Stepan, 1996; Finkel et al, 2008), a
democratic political culture (Diamond et al, 1990; Huntington, 1991), and traditions of respect
for the law and individual rights (Huntington, 1991) are associated with democratic stability.
In light of this evidence, we might infer that nations with a substantial history of
democracy are likely to have better developed civil society sectors than nations that do not. This
poses a fundamental problem for post-communist countries, as they all have the same prior
regime type (communism) as well as little to no immediate history of civic engagement.6
Howard (2002) confirms this using data from the World Values Survey: compared to all other
regions of the world, the post-communist region has the weakest civil society sector (Howard,
2002).
Other political factors include the current regime type (Radnitz, 2009), with liberal
6

Poland is an outlier in this regard; Lech Walesa's Solidarity in the 1980s was the first independent
grassroots social movement to occur in an Eastern Bloc country.
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regimes associated with more civic interaction; whether or not the country has overthrown an
authoritarian regime in favor of a democratic one (Przeworski et al, 1996); and the level of
freedom in general. Finally, the existence of corruption – both real and perceived – can have a
significant effect on both civic and political participation. Corruption, defined as “the misuse of
public power for private gain” (Karklins, 2005, p. 4) destroys trust and nurtures apathy in a
community. Citizens are less likely to partake in public life, believing (either correctly or
erroneously) that their contributions will have no effect and their voices will not be heard
(Karklins, 2005). Consequently, civil society organizations in corrupt nations may have trouble
recruiting members and negotiating with the state on behalf of those members.

Cultural factors
Much has been made of the effects of religion on civic engagement. Some authors argue
that Islam is negatively correlated with democratic success (Fish, 1998; Huntington, 1991).
Protestant nations tend to perform better – possibly because Protestant churches are
democratically organized and stress the value of the individual (Huntington, 1991). However,
religious beliefs are difficult to quantify with certainty, and correlations between the dominant
religion and civic engagement should not be equated with causal relationships.
An open political culture, in which citizens believe in the legitimacy of democracy,
express tolerance for opposing parties and preferences, and demonstrate trust in institutions, is
also essential (Dahl, 1971; Diamond et al, 1990; Finkel et al, 2008). Diamond et al provide
empirical evidence of this, and write that the most stable democratic nations also have the most
democratic political values and beliefs (Diamond et al, 1990). Not only does a favorable
political culture endow the government with legitimacy, it also makes it easier for civil society
organizations to act as liaisons between their members and the state.
Some scholars claim that civic engagement is weaker in multi-ethnic societies.
Parliamentary systems are particularly vulnerable to ethnic fragmentation: if there is one
dominant ethnic group, that group will naturally gain more political influence and implement its
agenda at the expense of minorities (Przeworski et al, 1996). Diamond et al write that, “the
absence of provisions for devolution and decentralization of power, especially in the context of
ethno-regional disparities, feeds ethnic insecurity, violent conflict, and even secessionist
pressures…these, in turn, are poisonous to democracy” (Diamond et al, 1990, p. 29). It certainly
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seems rational to assume that such fragmented societies are less likely to play host to networks of
trust extending across ethnic cleavages.
However, whether or not this is actually true on an aggregate level is the subject of some
debate. Although some authors have cited individual case studies to support this hypothesis,
others have found no correlation between ethnic fragmentation and weak participation (Fish,
1998; Sarkissian, 2002). In addition, Radnitz finds that ethnicity has no effect on social
networks, norms, or trust, even in ethnically plural Kyrgyzstan (Radnitz, 2009). However, it
remains to be seen whether or not ethnic fragmentation has a positive or negative influence on
NGO sustainability in particular.

Exogenous variables
International relations
Civil society organizations can be profoundly affected by international influences, both
historical and contemporary. Huntington argues that countries with experience as British
colonies or those that have been occupied by a pro-democratic foreign power tend to have more
democratic regimes, endowing their citizens with enough individual freedom to allow them to
form autonomous organizations (Huntington, 1991). However, other scholars argue that former
colonies were the victims of political exclusion, as their imperialist rulers tended to repress any
kind of popular mobilization (Diamond et al, 1990). In addition, aggressive military
interventions by the United States and other Western powers can result in illegitimate
democracies installed and controlled from abroad. Widespread mistrust of public officials, who
are seen as puppets of foreign regimes, can dramatically inhibit the development of civil society
in these countries (Easterly, 2006; Diamond et al, 1990).
A number of authors have argued that close proximity to the West makes it easier for
nations to adopt norms of free association and participation (Lankina and Getachew, 2006;
Kopstein and Reilly, 2000). Countries located close to the Western world are able to obtain
“stocks” (resources) and “flows” (ideas) associated with civil society (Kopstein and Reilly,
2000). Even within nations, proximity to the West can have a significant impact; as Lankina and
Getachew note, the European Union has made the Western regions of Russia a higher priority for
aid than the Eastern regions (Lankina and Getachew, 2006).
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Foreign aid
Increasingly, Western governments and aid organizations have dedicated vast sums of
money towards the promotion of democracy abroad. The United States continues to be a major
player in this area. Foreign aid, when taken at face value, is intended to help recipient nations
develop in some way. Democracy assistance is specifically targeted towards nations that are
either transitioning to democracy or have trouble maintaining or consolidating democracy. A
key portion of democracy assistance from the United States is intended to foster civil society.
By focusing on civil society, the United States is able to promote democracy in other countries
without appearing to interfere in those nations’ domestic affairs. The hope is that by facilitating
grassroots political reform, democratic governments in transitioning nations will be more
legitimate than governments installed from the outside (Henderson, 2003). This strategy is in
direct contrast to military intervention, in which armies from foreign nations attempt to import
democratic leadership (Easterly, 2006).
The idea of foreign aid originated during the late 1940’s, as the world was recovering
from World War II, and was designed to promote economic recovery in Europe (Browne, 2006).
In 1961, USAID was created by President John F. Kennedy, and one of its directives was to
promote democracy in developing countries. The collapse of communism dramatically increased
donors' interest in aiding democracy abroad, particularly in the former Soviet Union. To that
end, in 1992, the Clinton administration passed the Freedom for Russia and Emerging Eurasian
Democracies and Open Markets Support Act (popularly known as the FREEDOM Support Act)
(22 USC 5801), designed to help former communist nations consolidate their democracies, with
some exceptions.7
The FREEDOM Support Act explicitly identified the promotion of democracy around the
world as a national security objective. In the words of the law: “the rapid integration of Russia
into the community of democratic nations and the world economy is important to the national
interest of the United States” (22 USC 5801, p. 1335). The FREEDOM Support Act also vastly
increased the authority of USAID to distribute targeted democracy assistance to the post7

The United States does not openly support nations with whom it disagrees on matters of human rights.
Section 907 of the act explicitly prohibits aid to Azerbaijan, at the request of Armenian minorities in the US. The
President may overrule this prohibition at his discretion, which has occurred on a number of occasions since 1992
(22 USC 5801). Also, USAID is prohibited from working directly with the government of Uzbekistan. Thus,
support for civil society organizations in Uzbekistan is critical to the success of the USAID mission in that country.
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communist world in order to speed and solidify the democratization process (National Research
Council, 2008). Since its passage, this policy has had significant implications for NGO
sustainability: rather than distributing funds directly to foreign governments as it had done in the
past, USAID now routes democracy assistance through NGOs. In 2005, the agency noted in its
strategic plan that,
“We recognize that democracy must be home-grown. Thus, the centerpiece of
our efforts remains our strong and enduring partnership with local actors – those
who face great challenges and who often take great personal risks to lead and
support democratic movements.” (USAID, 2005)
What this means is that NGOs (referred to as “private voluntary organizations” by
USAID) are receiving an unprecedented amount of financial support and attention by the
US government, while foreign governments receive less and less direct assistance. The
impact of this paradigm shift has not yet been adequately examined by scholars.
Support for NGOs is an integral part of USAID's mission to promote democracy in the
post-communist world. USAID's Democracy and Governance program divides aid
appropriations into four main categories of assistance: the rule of law, elections and political
processes, civil society, and governance (USAID, 2005). Although aid from all four categories
is usually routed through NGOs, aid from the civil society category is specifically intended to
strengthen NGOs' capacity to engage in advocacy. In post-communist countries, funding for
civil society is often the largest component of aid packages; in addition, many of the
nongovernmental organizations that work in the post-communist world are registered with and
supported by USAID (USAID, 2010). Today, despite the withering economy and an increasingly
tight-fisted Congress (Carothers, 2009), USAID continues to devote substantial money, staff,
time, and effort towards fostering civil society in post-communist nations.

What factors influence NGO Sustainability?
Efforts to promote civil society have focused primarily on nongovernmental
organizations, usually referred to as NGOs. The standard definition of an NGO is a legallyconstituted, autonomous organization with no participation or representation by the government.
NGOs can be community-based, national, or international. They may be operational in nature,
designing and implementing projects, or they may engage in advocacy by defending or
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promoting a cause. Examples of NGOs include voluntary groups, charities and foundations, and
other not-for-profit organizations. NGOs are widely viewed as a critical component of the civil
society sector and are believed to nurture civic engagement (Mendelson and Glenn, 2002).
However, some researchers have found that NGOs do not live up to expectations in the postcommunist world and have little to no effect on civil society (Steel, Henderson and Warner,
2007). Although the literature on NGOs is mixed, this study assumes that NGOs are an
important part of civil society, and learning about what makes them sustainable will further the
larger goal of democracy promotion abroad.
Few scholars have commented on the specific factors that influence NGO sustainability.
Mendelson and Glenn note that local buy-in and support is essential to the success of most
NGOs; those that are isolated or “ghettoized” from the rest of the civil society sector have
difficulty conducting their activities and gaining members (Mendelson and Glenn, 2000).
Henderson focuses on the environment in which NGOs operate, citing tax exemptions,
regulations, allowances to compete for government contracts, and other legislative aspects as
ways that the state can either encourage or discourage the growth of the NGO sector (Henderson,
2010). Several authors argue that foreign aid may contribute to the creation of NGOs that would
not otherwise have existed and support threatened NGOs that might otherwise perish (Richter,
1997; Fowler, 1998; Henderson, 2003).
However, the vast majority of literature integrates NGOs with the rest of civil society,
suggesting that the same factors that influence civil society in general also influence the NGO
sector. This study aims in part to determine whether or not this is true and, if not, identify factors
that contribute to NGO sustainability.

Is democracy assistance effective?
A number of authors argue that democracy assistance can influence NGO sustainability,
as well as the health of a country's larger civil society sector. But the evidence in support of this
argument has been mixed. Some studies show that democracy assistance has had a positive
impact, and others claim that democracy assistance has had a negligible (or in some cases
harmful) effect.
In a 2008 project sponsored by USAID, researchers from the University of Pittsburgh
used regression analysis to show that aid classified as democracy assistance increases the
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strength of democracy by a small but significant amount in countries that receive aid (Finkel et
al, 2008). Although the data used in the study covers only a short period of time (1990-2003) the
authors’ methods are robust and take into consideration hundreds of independent variables. The
Finkel et al study provides the most reliable evidence to date that aid achieves its intended
consequences.
Unfortunately, another equally robust quantitative study finds that aid has a negative
impact on democracy. In fact, the more aid increases as a percentage of GDP, the worse its
effect on democracy (Djankov, Montalvo and Reynal-Querol, 2005). This is due primarily to
rent-seeking behavior on behalf of recipient governments, but also the loss of democratic
accountability that occurs when revenues are sought from abroad rather than from taxpaying
citizens (Djankov et al, 2005). The authors compare the effect of aid with that of oil rents,
concluding that “aid is a bigger curse than oil” (Djankov et al, 2005, p. 1).
The impact of aid on civil society is equally ambiguous. Results of surveys and
interviews in the former Soviet republics of Krygyzstan and Uzbekistan show that aid is
associated with an increase in networking, an essential component of the social capital required
for a robust civil society sector (Radnitz, 2009). Additionally, international assistance supports
organizations that would not otherwise exist. Henderson finds that even relatively small amounts
of money have kept NGOs and other civil society organizations afloat in harsh domestic policy
environments.
Despite these clear benefits, aid has also resulted in clientelistic behavior on behalf of
civil society organizations, and contributes to their isolation from other organizations in the
community (Mendelson and Glenn, 2000). NGOs and other civil society organizations reliant on
foreign funding may be led to undertake projects that are contrary to their stated goals (Henry,
2001). NGOs have a strong incentive to keep donors happy and are often more likely to address
the demands of foreign aid agents than their own members. The exclusive relationship between
donors and recipients can set recipient organizations apart from others in their community who
are not supported by aid, in a process called “ghettoization” (Mendelson and Glenn, 2000). In
addition, the myriad steps necessary to obtain grants and maintain an uninterrupted flow of
money consume so much time and so many resources that organizations are often left with little
capacity to provide services to the community, further increasing their isolation (Henderson,
2002).
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The way NGOs conduct their work is often more critical to the success or failure of their
respective missions than the amount of foreign funding. Even when NGOs are able to use
foreign aid for projects that benefit their community, the outcome of those projects often depend
on whether they reinforce universal human norms (e.g. public health) rather than culture-specific
norms (e.g. equality) (Sundstrom, 2005). Too often, projects are supervised by Western agents
with little knowledge of local culture, and issues are framed from a Western, rather than
domestic, perspective. The importance of local context cannot be overstated. As Mendelson and
Glenn write, “much of the ineffectiveness of democracy assistance can be attributed to the
challenges that Western organizations encounter as they try to work in contexts that are radically
different from those with which they are familiar” (Mendelson and Glenn, 2002, p. 19).
Over time, continued reliance on democracy assistance can result in aid dependency.
Organizations that are funded from abroad have little incentive to seek funding at home,
especially since such funding is less extensive and delivered with more conditions attached.
Unfortunately, in eschewing domestic support, civil society organizations ignore the potentially
transformative contributions that local actors could make. Thus, aid dependency is detrimental
to both donors and recipients, and does not make for quality civil society (Richter, 1997).

Aid and civil society in Central Asia
Post-communist nations vary widely in terms of political reform, and some have
progressed significantly further towards democracy than others. The political systems in some
Central European states, such as the Czech Republic and Slovakia, are almost indistinguishable
from those of Western European nations. Even within the former Soviet Union, the transition to
democracy has been relatively painless, as was the case in the Baltic nations of Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania. All of these countries have joined the European Union, are highly integrated into
the international community, and have assimilated many aspects of Western political culture and
values (Mendelson and Glenn, 2002).
In contrast, the Central Asian republics have followed a distinctly different trajectory
throughout the post-Soviet era. Michael Mandelbaum, a leading Central Asian scholar, has best
articulated the essence of the region. He writes:
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Figure 1: Map of the Central Asian region (CIA, 2009)
“Of all the parts of the former Soviet Union, Central Asia is the one where the
presence of Western institutions and values is thinnest. It is the one most distant
from the West both geographically and culturally. The new states have no
experience of democracy and almost none with market economics. All parts of
the former Soviet Union – the Baltic, the Slavic states, the Caucasus, and Central
Asia – have embarked, at least according to the rhetoric of those who now govern
them, on the path to Western political and economic practices. Central Asia is the
region for which that path will be longest and hardest.” (Mandelbaum, 1994, p. 5)
The region itself is geographically isolated from the west, bounded by the Tien Shan mountain
range to the east, the Caspian Sea to the west, the Russian steppes to the north and the nations of
Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan to the south (see Figure 1). The Central Asian republics have
struggled to implement institutional democracies that do not function in practice. Governments
in these nations have been characterized by some scholars as “hybrid” regimes – democratic on
paper, but authoritarian in reality (McMann, 2006). Such hybrid regimes are able to carry out
many repressive policies even as they are accepted in the international community (McMann,
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2006).8
All five Central Asian republics are developing countries, characterized by low per-capita
incomes, below-average life expectancy, high rates of fertility, and a large percentage of the
population engaged in agriculture (CIA, 2010). Unemployment and lack of opportunity are
major social problems in all five republics, and basic provision of utilities, such as electricity,
and other services remains sporadic (McMann, 2007). Under communism, citizens had access to
a host of benefits from “cradle to grave,” including guaranteed jobs, housing, and retirement
benefits (McMann, 2005). Now that the government no longer provides these benefits, Central
Asians have become disillusioned with democracy, disengaged from the state and nostalgic for
the Soviet era (McMann, 2005).
Table 1: A snapshot of Central Asia in 20099
Country Name

Population

Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan

15,399,437
5,431,747
7,349,145
4,884,887
27,606,007

GDP
(in billions of
USD)10
$182.30
$11.66
$13.80
$33.58
$77.55

Total Democracy
Assistance (in
millions of USD)
$4.26
$9.44
$5.30
$2.95
$3.51

NGO Sustainability
Index Score
[2008 values]
4.0
4.1
4.9
5.7
5.7

Freedom
House
Rating
5.5
4.5
5.5
7.0
7.0

Civil society in Central Asia began to develop during the late 1980s under Gorbachev’s
glasnost policy. The Soviet state had fallen into a severe budgetary crisis, brought on by low
investment and productivity as well as an expensive war with Afghanistan. Faced with the
prospect of having to abandon the many social programs upon which the communist state drew
most of its legitimacy, Gorbachev began to decentralize government, first to the republics and
oblasts, and then to the citizens themselves. By encouraging the population to take charge of its
own destiny, Gorbachev introduced the concept of civic engagement to Soviet society (Starr,
1999). After the collapse, the Central Asian republics were handed their independence by
Moscow without any struggle for self-determination. The abrupt withdrawal of Soviet influence
forced them to search for replacement values. Now, after two decades of independence, the
8

Despite the fact that all of the Central Asian regimes have professed a commitment to democracy on paper,
each of them (with the exception of Kyrgyzstan), are classified as “Not Free” by Freedom House. Kyrgyzstan is
classified as “Partly Free,” although it is not an electoral democracy and retains many authoritarian characteristics
(Freedom House, 2009).
9
Population data was taken from the CIA World Factbook, GDP statistics from the World Bank, democracy
assistance and NGO Sustainability Index data from USAID, and Freedom House ratings from Freedom House.
10
As a point of comparison, the GDP of the United States in 2009 was $14.26 trillion dollars (CIA, 2010).
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Central Asian republics have experienced the return of traditional Islam as well as the acceptance
of some Western democratic values – including independent and voluntary association.
Like all post-communist nations, the Central Asian republics suffer from the so-called
“legacies of communism”: cultural attitudes and values that have persisted even after the
collapse of the Soviet Union. For example, under communism citizens were forced to participate
in state-run organizations; now that attendance is no longer mandatory, most citizens do not have
the desire to engage voluntarily, even with independent associations (Bunce, 1998; Howard,
2002).

In addition, more trust is placed in networks of family members and close friends than

networks of strangers – even strangers with common interests. These connections are so
important in Central Asia that citizens will often voice passionate support for “their” candidate,
usually a local or regional leader, while demonstrating no knowledge of national political figures
or the central government (Radnitz, 2006). These factors discourage both voluntary association
and civic engagement on the scale necessary for a true participatory democracy.
Some aspects of contemporary Central Asian society are promising, in particular high
levels of literacy and increasing modernization. Independent colleges and universities have
flourished, and education – especially for women – is on the rise. These better-educated citizens
have swelled the leadership ranks of indigenous NGOs and other associations (Starr, 1999).
Access to the internet and other media has broadened horizons and allowed citizens to
experience foreign ideas to an unprecedented degree (Johnson and McGlinchey, 2005). Finally,
even the return to traditional values has encouraged civil society. Mahallas (traditional
neighborhood associations) provide local leadership and perform vital social functions that
would ordinarily be carried out by civil society organizations in the West (Abramson, 1999).
Currently, there are hundreds of active NGOs in Central Asia. Although some of them
are international NGOs whose main offices remain abroad, many others are indigenous (Ruffin,
1999). Despite such high levels of NGO activity, civil society remains weak. As of 2008, NGO
sectors in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan were ranked in the “Mid-Transition” phase on
the NGO Sustainability Index (see Table 1). Sectors in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan were
ranked in the “Early Transition” phase – only Belarus has consistently scored lower (USAID,
2008). NGOs struggle to survive in what is often a hostile legal environment, where they are
subject to the whims of corrupt officials and receive little help from the court system (Starr,
1999). Central Asian citizens are frequently unaware of, or apathetic towards, NGOs. Now that
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the state no longer provides the same level of social services that were available under
communism, NGOs should theoretically step in to fill this gap; however evidence suggests that
NGOs do not currently play this role (McMann, 2005). Though NGOs continue to form and
mature in Central Asia, their future remains uncertain.
Democracy assistance arrived in Central Asia almost immediately after independence, in
1991. Although there have been some significant fluctuations, the flow of aid from USAID has
steadily increased over time (see Figure 2). Programs in Central Asia have tended to focus on
education and training. For example, “Community Connections,” a program implemented in
2005 which is still active today, partners with the American Councils for International Education
to bring Central Asian professionals from a variety of backgrounds (including NGO leaders,
public officials, and entrepreneurs) to the United States for three weeks of intensive training on
topics such as networking and advocacy (USAID Central Asia, 2010). Another program,
“Central Asia NGO and Media Legal Framework,” provides legal advice and analysis for NGOs
in all five Central Asian Republics, and is run by the Internews Network and the International
Center for Not-For-Profit Law (ICNL) – both of which are NGOs themselves. A new program,
implemented from 2009-2012, works with Pact (yet another international NGO) to improve the
capacity of Central Asian NGOs by providing information about reform issues and supporting
national advocacy campaigns (USAID Central Asia, 2010).
However, little is actually known about the general success of programs such as these.
USAID publishes one-page flyers entitled “Success Stories” with anecdotal information about
programs that have been well-received (USAID Central Asia, 2010). Reports tend to focus on
bulleted lists of items that have been conducted, facilitated and directed rather than evaluating
outcomes. Attendance sheets tallying the number of local actors that were present at specific
trainings are also ubiquitous, but feedback from participants about lessons learned is less
common.
In addition to the deficiencies of USAID’s own internal evaluations, scholarly work
regarding the relationship between aid and NGO sustainability is also somewhat lacking. To
date, no quantitative studies have been done, and results of qualitative studies have been mixed.
These qualitative studies suggest that, on one hand, democracy assistance has increased
awareness of NGOs in Central Asia (Mendelson and Glenn, 2000; Adamson, 2002). Some
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Figure 2: Democracy assistance from USAID in Central Asia.
organizations funded by democracy assistance have published original research, increased
community access to valuable resources such as computers, and provided services such as job
training and education to community members (Adamson, 2002). On the other hand, NGOs
have failed to initiate structural change in the region. They have not reached broad segments of
Central Asian society, nor have they contributed to a vibrant, Western-style civil society sector.
The Central Asian states remain authoritarian and underdeveloped, and popular opposition to
repressive governments has come not from NGOs, but from radical Islamic groups (Adamson,
2002).
NGOs have so far fallen short of expectations in Central Asia, but the reasons behind
their struggle are the subject of much speculation. In addition to the legacies of communism,
some scholars have argued that NGOs in Central Asia often face resistance from the state and
have difficulty operating in harsh political and legal climates (USAID, 2008). Corruption may
also play a role (Karklins, 2005). But perhaps the most common theme emerging from the
literature is that Western aid agents often fail to take into account the specific cultural values and
norms that characterize the region. They expect to be able to transplant NGOs rather than foster
their indigenous development; when this strategy proves unsuccessful, assumptions are rarely
adjusted (Carothers, 1999; Adamson, 2002; Easterly, 2006). In sum, despite continued
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investment in Central Asia, NGOs have yet to reach their full potential. In addition to resistance
(and sometimes repression) from their local governments, NGOs face a difficult choice between
fulfilling the demands of Western donors and fulfilling the needs of citizens in their
communities. This study aims to help reduce the gap in the literature surrounding the effects of
democracy assistance on NGO sustainability in Central Asia. Empirical evidence drawn from
quantitative data will expand the existing literature on the topic and contribute to our
understanding of this intriguing and isolated region.

Methods
The research question described at the beginning of this essay asked: does assistance
from the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) significantly impact
nongovernmental organization (NGO) sustainability in the post-communist world? In order to
answer this question, data was drawn from twenty-five post-communist nations for eleven
different variables. The sample consisted of the fifteen former Soviet republics (Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova,
Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan), and ten former Soviet satellites11
(Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic12, Hungary, Macedonia, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia, and Slovenia). Time-series data was collected for the entire post-communist period,
from 1991 until 2009. The unit of analysis was sovereign nations, measured as “country-years”
(i.e. Albania in 1991, Albania in 1992, etc). Although some authors suggest that there may be
significant inconsistencies for some variables within nations (McMann, 2006), the data was not
specific enough to disaggregate by province or oblast.
Two categories of variables were used in the regression model. The first, which I have
named “dynamic” variables, show variation over time; that is, each country and each year have a
different value. The dynamic set includes aid, Freedom House score, Combined Polity Score,
GDP, Corruption Perceptions Index, and the Human Development Index. The second category,
which I have named “static” variables, does not change over time; values are set for each
country. For example, a country's proximity to the West does not change no matter what year it
11

Serbia and Bosnia & Herzegovina were excluded due to lack of viable data.
All values for the Czech Republic and Slovakia are identical for the years 1991 and 1992, as they were both
part of the nation formerly known as Czechoslovakia during that time.

12
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is, so each annual observation for that country will be the same. The static set of variables
includes ethnic fractionalization, religious fractionalization, the Gini coefficient, and three
political culture variables (Institutional Trust, Satisfaction and Social Engagement).13

Panel vs. Pooled TimeSeries
Both panel data analysis and pooled time-series analysis were viable options, however
only pooled time-series analysis was ultimately used for the study. A panel would have allowed
me to isolate trends over time for each individual nation, and compare them against each other.
However, it would have restricted the number of independent variables that I could include, as
all of the static variables (such as political culture and the Gini coefficient) would be
automatically dropped from the regression. In contrast, pooled time-series analysis maximized
the number of observations and allowed for the inclusion of both dynamic and static variables.
Because I was primarily interested in learning about the differences between the Central Asian
region and the rest of the post-communist world (as opposed to differences between individual
nations) I used the pooled time-series analysis and created an interaction term for Central Asia,
which consisted of the amount of USAID democracy assistance combined with a dummy
variable for region. This allowed me to measure whether or not aid had a greater or lesser effect
on NGO sustainability in Central Asia while retaining the flexibility of pooled time-series
analysis.

Dependent Variable: NGO Sustainability Index
The dependent variable is the NGO Sustainability Index. The index uses survey data to
construct a ranking of countries from 1.0 – 7.0. Countries with scores from 1.0 - 3.0 have a
consolidated NGO sector, those with scores from 3.0 – 5.0 have a sector that is mid-transition,
and those with scores from 5.0 – 7.0 have a sector that is in the early stages of transition. The
overall score of 1.0 – 7.0 is an average of scores in each of the following seven sub-sectors:

Legal environment

13

Although some static variables may show small amounts of variation over time, the measurements are not
detailed enough to capture it.
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Legal environment measures the extent to which the legal and regulatory environment
supports and facilitates NGOs. NGOs should be able to conduct their activities legally and
remain free from government interference and excessive taxation. The ability of NGOs to debate
issues publicly and express criticism is also examined (USAID, 2008).

Organizational Capacity
Organizational capacity measures the ability of NGOs to govern themselves transparently
and effectively, hold themselves publicly accountable for their actions, and employ staff with
good organizational skills. The management structure of NGOs, as well as their ability to recruit
engaged volunteers and knowledgeable staff, is measured by this category. NGOs with a strong
organizational capacity usually have a clearly-defined mission statement and goals, a strategic
plan, and modernized office equipment (USAID, 2008).

Financial viability
Financial viability measures the financial health of NGOs, as well as the degree to which
philanthropy and volunteerism are supported by the local culture, and the ability of NGOs to
compete for funding from international donors. The overall economic environment must also be
strong enough to support the efforts of NGOs to finance themselves from multiple sources. A
strong base of volunteers and other non-monetary contributions is a key factor in this category
(USAID, 2008).

Advocacy
The advocacy dimension primarily examines NGOs' role in influencing public policy.
This includes the extent to which NGOs communicate with policymakers, their role in forming
coalitions around issues, and how well they monitor party platforms and government
performance (USAID, 2008).

Service provision
A sustainable NGO sector will contain a critical mass of NGOs that provide goods and
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services to constituents in a consistent and efficient manner. The extent to which NGOs are able
to monitor market forces and respond to demand is measured, as well as their ability to obtain
grants and contracts in support of service provision. Also, whether or not NGOs charge fees in
order to recover their costs, and whether or not services are provided to constituents outside of
the NGO's membership base are included in this dimension (USAID, 2008).

Infrastructure
Infrastructure measures the resources accessible to NGOs in the community. The
availability of local management training, NGO resource centers, local grants, and places where
NGOs can freely and easily exchange information are all defining factors in an NGO sector with
good infrastructure (USAID, 2008).

Public image
The public should have a positive image of NGOs and understand and appreciate the
roles that NGOs play in their society. This dimension also includes the amount and quality of
media coverage of NGO activities, the willingness of government officials to engage with
NGOs, and the public's understanding and perception of the sector in general (USAID, 2008).
The range of possible values is restricted from 1.0 to 7.0, however the variable is still
continuous (for example, a score of 1.5 is possible). Because the level of sustainability increases
as the score decreases numerically, values were inverted (multiplied by -1) in the regression in
order to make interpretation of the results more intuitive. The index was not created until 1997,
so values for 1991-1996 were imputed. This was done using the regression imputation technique
(Roth and Switzer, 1999).
Although there may be a number of different ways to measure the strength of the NGO
sector, the NGO Sustainability Index is a standardized, convenient, and reliable indicator of
NGO quality. The data is readily available from year to year and is easy to understand. Also,
unlike case studies or assessments of individual successes and failures, the index measures
qualities that are likely to improve civil society in the long term, making it a good predictor of
the future of NGOs.
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Another reason for using NGO sustainability as the dependent variable is the fact that
most aid distributed by foreign governments (including the aid from USAID) is released to
NGOs, not local governments. Since aid is the explanatory variable of interest, it makes sense to
focus attention on NGOs, which have been receiving aid the longest. In addition, NGOs are
easily identifiable - unlike the proverbial bowling league, most countries keep an official registry
of their NGOs. A potential downside to using the NGO Sustainability Index is that it could
potentially be biased, as values are set by USAID, the largest provider of democracy assistance.
However, the index is based on robust survey data and there is no reason to believe that values
have been tampered with.

Independent Variables
Aid from USAID
Democracy assistance from USAID is the primary independent variable of interest. Aid
provided to NGOs allows them to fund programs and services, cover their overhead, obtain
better resources (such as computers and photocopiers) and retain talented staff. High levels of
aid may also result in better infrastructure within nations, making it easier and more efficient for
NGOs to conduct their activities. Aid provided to NGOs in support of democracy and
governance may be used to facilitate advocacy work as well.
Each model was run twice: once with the total amount of “Democracy and Governance”
assistance, and again with the total amount of USAID investment (which may include aid
allocated towards other goals, such as economic development or military training). The reason
for this is because a few post-communist nations do not receive any assistance at all through the
Democracy and Governance program; however, they might have still been helped by aid from
USAID in general. In addition, NGOs are funded though all USAID portfolios, not just the
Democracy and Governance program.
Data for USAID investment has been taken from the Congressional Budget Justification
(CBJ) on the USAID website. Each year's CBJ shows the proposed budget for the upcoming
fiscal year, an estimate of allocations for the previous year, and actual allocations two years
previous to the year in question. Only actual allocations have been measured, not estimated or
proposed allocations. The Congressional Budget Justifications are publicly available on the
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USAID website.
Aid is measured in inflation-adjusted US dollars. Because levels of assistance fluctuate
frequently, the data has been transformed into rolling two-year averages (as suggested by
Sarkissian, 2002; Lankina and Getachew, 2006; Finkel et al, 2008). There was very little
missing data; with the exception of values for 2009 (these values were left blank). Because the
literature on foreign aid is inconclusive, I did not attempt to predict the direction of the
relationship between aid and NGO sustainability. The null hypothesis is that aid has no effect on
NGO sustainability and both alternative hypotheses were explored.

Combined Freedom House Score
NGOs are expected to thrive in societies where citizens are afforded basic freedoms.
Citizens who possess these rights are more likely to participate in and contribute to NGO
activities. The literature suggests that NGOs are better able to obtain funds, recruit and retain
volunteers, provide services, and advocate on behalf of citizens in a free society. NGOs and
their members are also less likely to be subjected to government harassment and prohibitive legal
constraints. Many authors, most notably the authors of the two major quantitative studies from
which my model has been drawn (Sarkissian, 2002; Finkel et al, 2008), have cited or used data
from Freedom House. The direction of the relationship between the Freedom House score and
NGO sustainability is expected to be positive.
The Freedom House score is based upon an extensive questionnaire of political rights and
civil liberties. Countries earn a combined score of 1.0 through 7.0, where 1.0 is Free and 7.0 is
Not Free (Freedom House, 2009). Since the combined score is an average of sub-scores for
political rights and civil liberties, it is still a continuous variable. Like the NGO Sustainability
Index, the Freedom House score is easier to read when it is inverted (multiplied by -1). Data was
available for all post-communist countries from 1991-2009 and was obtained directly from the
Freedom House website.

Regime Type
Countries with democratic governments are less likely to interfere with or repress the
activities of NGOs. Also, citizens in democratic nations have already developed habits of public
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participation, making them more likely to volunteer with NGOs and support NGO activities.
Polity IV’s Combined Polity Score measures the degree to which countries are democratic or
autocratic on a scale of +10 to -10 (+6 and above indicates complete democracy, while -6 and
below indicates complete autocracy) (Marshall and Jaggers, 2008).

Finkel et al (2008) used the

Combined Polity Score as part of their composite dependent variable for democratic strength.
The direction of the relationship between the Combined Polity Score and NGO sustainability is
expected to be positive. Measurements were available for all post-communist nations from
1990-2009, and scores were obtained directly from the Polity IV website.

Gross Domestic Product
According to modernization theorists, democracy is a result of economic growth, and
wealthier nations are more likely to sustain a democracy than poorer nations (Lipset, 1963).
Similarly, NGOs that operate in wealthier nations may be more likely to obtain local funding and
grassroots financial support, resulting in greater legitimacy and a better public image. GDP may
also have a bearing on NGOs' ability to provide services, and may ensure that NGOs in wealthy
nations enjoy better infrastructure than those in poor nations. Data for GDP per capita was taken
from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database. As recommended by
Sarkissian, the natural log of GDP per capita was used in order to smooth the data (Sarkissian,
2002). The relationship between logged GDP per capita and NGO sustainability is expected to
be positive.

Political culture
Although political culture is difficult to measure with accuracy, there is evidence to
suggest that a political culture receptive to democratic institutions is also more open to free
association, a condition which benefits NGOs (Finkel et al, 2008). One way to measure political
culture is to examine responses from the World Values Survey, a comprehensive assessment of
public opinion in each nation. However, the World Values Survey suffers from one major
problem: incomplete and missing data, especially for the Central Asian Republics. Finkel et al
(2008) provide more complete measures of political culture in their three political culture
indexes: Institutional Trust, Satisfaction Index, and Social Engagement. They are based not only
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upon data from the World Values Survey, but also data from similar surveys less accessible to
the public.14
The Institutional Trust Index is derived from an average of scores for survey questions
measuring trust in government, trust in the justice system, and trust in parliament or the
legislature. Values range from 0 (no trust) to 100 (a great deal of trust). The Satisfaction Index is
an average of scores for satisfaction with both democracy and life in general. Values range from
0 (no satisfaction) to 100 (a great deal of satisfaction). The Social Engagement Index measures
interpersonal trust, interest in politics, and national pride (which has been inverted). Again,
values range from 0 (no engagement) to 100 (a great deal of engagement). All three of these
variables are static and do not change over time. The direction of the relationship between
political culture and NGO sustainability is expected to be positive.

Corruption
The level of corruption present in both the government and organizations themselves may
affect NGO sustainability. If NGOs are perceived to be corrupt, then they are not able to provide
services, remain financially viable, and recruit volunteers. The public image of NGOs may also
be affected. High levels of corruption in government may cause public officials to pocket
democracy assistance dollars intended for NGOs.
Corruption is measured using the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index.
This index is publicly available and uses data from multiple sources to rate the level of
corruption among nations worldwide. Values range from 1 to 10, with the most corrupt nations
scoring on the lower end of the spectrum. For ease of interpretation, I have inverted the index
(multiplied by -1 in SAS).
Potential problems with this index include its inherent subjectivity (perceptions of
corruption rather than actual levels of corruption), as well as some missing data. Where data was
missing, the average level of corruption for that country was substituted in its place. A negative
relationship between the inverted CPI score and NGO sustainability is expected; that is, a low
14

Data for these three indexes were obtained from the public domain database on the University of
Pittsburgh’s website: http://www.pitt.edu/~politics/democracy/democracy.html. The only problem with including
these three indexes is that there is still missing data for some of the Central Asian republics. Until the World Values
Survey and other surveys are expanded, this is the best data for political culture in existence today. In order to
prevent the distortion of results for other variables, political culture variables were added only in the second model.
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level of corruption should result in a more favorable environment for NGOs.

Ethnic fractionalization
The post-communist world is incredibly diverse, with many ethnic groups competing for
influence. The degree to which a country’s population is divided into multiple ethnic groups may
have an effect on how citizens associate with each other, the types of groups that they form, and
their opinion of both NGOs and civil society in general. Although there is more than one way to
measure this variable, I have used an index from the Finkel et al (2008) study. The ethnic
fractionalization index ranges from 0.00 - 1.00 and a score of 0.00 indicates perfect ethnic
homogeneity while 1.00 indicates perfect ethnic homogeneity.
In a highly fragmented society, one group often holds a significant advantage over the
others, leading to conflict that can threaten democracy. Some groups may also feel that they are
not included in society and will have difficulty supporting a nationalistic government (Linz and
Stepan, 1996; Sarkissian, 2002). Although Fish finds in his analysis that ethnic fractionalization
has no effect on democratization (Fish, 1998), the effect of this variable on NGO sustainability in
particular is still unknown. The relationship is expected to be insignificant or negative; as
fractionalization goes up, sustainability goes down.

Religious fractionalization
The post-communist world is host to a number of different religions, with most citizens
practicing either Islam (prevalent in Central Asia and some parts of Southern Europe) or
Orthodox Christianity (prevalent in Russia and Eastern Europe) (Fish, 1998). This variable is
also measured using the religious fractionalization index from Finkel et al (2008), ranging from
0.00 - 1.00. A score of 0.00 indicates perfect religious homogeneity and a score of 1.00 indicates
perfect religious heterogeneity.
Although Huntington argues that Islam has a negative effect on democratization
(Huntington, 1991), my purpose here is simply to determine whether or not religious
fractionalization affects the sustainability of the NGO sector. On the one hand, it seems that
different religious groups co-existing in the same space may be more likely to join NGOs that
will advocate on behalf of their interests. However, religiously diverse societies may also have
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trouble building social networks and establishing trust (Radnitz, 2009). Thus, the relationship
between the two variables is expected to be insignificant or negative; as fractionalization goes
up, sustainability goes down.

Human Development
The Human Development Index compiled by the United Nations Development Programme
measures health (indicated by life expectancy at birth), education (indicated by literacy rate and
primary school enrollment) and standard of living (indicated by GDP). It is measured on a scale
of 0.00 – 1.00, where scores closer to 1.00 indicate higher levels of human development and
scores closer to 0.00 indicate lower levels of human development.
Some authors argue that members of a healthy, educated and secure society will have a
greater capacity to associate with each other and participate in both civil society and democracy
in general (Diamond et al, 1990; Huntington, 1991; Sarkissian, 2002). Others, notably Fish
(1998) find that HDI has no effect on democracy and that other factors, such as economic
reform, are better indicators (Fish, 1998). The effect of HDI on NGO sustainability is still
unknown, but the relationship between the two is expected to be positive.

Inequality
A sizable middle class is essential for civil society (Lipset, 1963). Members of the
middle class possess both the motivation and capacity to associate in civic groups. A society in
which class conflict is absent is more likely to support a moderate and tolerant political agenda
(Sarkissian, 2002). One way to gauge the strength of the middle class is by using the Gini
coefficient, which measures the level of inequality within a society. Unfortunately, I could only
obtain coefficients for 2008, so the Gini is included as a static variable. The relationship between
the Gini coefficient and NGO sustainability is expected to be negative; that is, as inequality rises
the level of sustainability goes down.

Distance from the West
Several authors have examined the relationship between geographical proximity to the West
and acceptance of democratic values (Lankina and Getachew, 2006; Kopstein and Reilly, 2000).
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I have adopted Sarkissian's method of measuring this variable: the natural log of the distance in
kilometers between each country's capital city and an arbitrary Western city (in this case,
Dusseldorf, Germany) (Sarkissian, 2002). Prague, in the Czech Republic, is closest while
Almaty, in Kazakhstan, is the furthest away. This variable is static, and does not change over
time.
Although this may not be a comprehensive list of all factors that may potentially affect
NGO sustainability, it is a robust menu of variables given the scarcity of data for the postcommunist world. All of the variables discussed above are well-supported by the existing
scholarly work on the topic; some of them, which have been drawn directly from other studies,
can even be used to make comparisons between the current research and past literature.15

Models
Two separate econometric models were used. Model 1 consisted of all variables except
the political culture variables:
NGO = b1 + b2AIDit + b3ln(GDP)it + b4FHit + b5REGIMEit + b6HDIit + b7CPIit +
b8RELIGIONit + b9ETHNICit + b10ln(DISTWST)it + b11GINIit +
b12(AID*ASIA)it + eit
B2 is the amount of democracy assistance from USAID, b3 is the natural log of GDP per
capita, b4 is the Freedom House score, and b5 is the Combined Polity Score. B6 and B7 are the
Human Development Index (HDI) and Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI), respectively. B8 is
religious fractionalization, b9 is ethnic fractionalization, b10 is distance from the West, and b11 is
the Gini coefficient. B12 is the interaction term designed to isolate the effects of aid on Central
Asian nations. The subscripts “i” and “t” represent the i'th country (Albania through Uzbekistan)
and time (Baltagi, 2005).
Model 2 added the three variables designed to measure political culture:

15

A common variable in the literature is “prior regime type.” Countries that have had democratic
governments in the past tend to have democratic governments in the future. Since all post-communist nations have
the same prior regime type, this variable does not apply at the present time.
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NGO = b1 + b2AIDit + b3ln(GDP)it + b4FHit + b5REGIMEit+ b6HDIit + b7CPIit +
b8RELIGIONit + b9ETHNICit + b10DISTWSTit + b11GINIit + b12(AID*ASIA)it +
b13INSTit + b14SATISit + b15SOCIALit + eit
B13 is the index for institutional trust, b14 is the satisfaction index and b15 is the social
engagement index. All three of these variables are static and do not change over time.16
Finally, to determine whether or not aid affects specific areas of NGO sustainability (i.e.
legal environment, service provision, public image, etc.) scores for each of the seven sub-sectors
were used to create a series of alternate dependent variables. Both Models 1 and 2 were run
again with each of these variables on the left-hand side of the equation. Complete results of the
sub-sector regressions are located in Appendix A.

Results
The results of the regressions show that democracy assistance has no significant effect on
NGO sustainability overall. This effect is retained even when the total USAID investment is
substituted for democracy assistance, suggesting that all forms of aid are equally ineffective at
promoting NGO sustainability. However, the most interesting finding is that aid has a small but
significant positive effect in the Central Asian region. Furthermore, within this region there is
some variation in the effects that aid has on sub-sectors of NGO sustainability: aid has a strong
positive impact on Advocacy, Financial Viability, Legal Environment and Organizational
Capacity in Central Asia, but not in the post-communist world overall. The following section
will describe these results in more detail.
Table 2 displays basic descriptive statistics, which demonstrate that there is wide
variation in the values for each variable. Table 3 shows the results for the pooled time-series
regression with the average NGO Sustainability Index score as the dependent variable, and with
aid from the USAID Democracy and Governance program included as an independent variable.

16

Since time-series data is particularly vulnerable to multicollinearity, I calculated Pearson Correlation
Coefficients for all variables, and then ran auxiliary regressions on variables with high levels of multicollinearity
(see Appendix B). Although most of the variables were correlated with each other to some degree, they were all
theoretically important to the model and none of them could be safely eliminated. Thus, there was no potential
remedy, other than doing nothing, that would not distort the data or place unacceptable restrictions on my analysis.
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Although any econometric model contains some imperfections17, overall both Models 1 and 2 are
a good fit for the data. The adjusted R-squared is comfortably high (0.76) and the F value of
131.08 in Model 1 and 77.73 in Model 2 are both statistically significant at the 0.01 level. The
three political culture variables suffer from missing data problems and their inclusion in Model 2
reduces the total sample size, potentially skewing the coefficients of the other variables.
However, these variables do reveal interesting insights about the relationship between citizen
attitudes and NGO sustainability.
In Model 1, democracy assistance did have a statistically significant positive effect on
NGO sustainability in the Central Asian region. The t-value for the interaction term between aid
and the dummy variable for region is 3.30 in Model 1. However, this effect disappeared when
the political culture variables were added to the equation in Model 2. Its disappearance is likely
caused by the drop in sample size (N=437 in Model 1 but only 350 in Model 2).
Table 2: Descriptive statistics

Table 4 shows the same regression, but with the total amount of USAID investment as an
independent variable (which encompasses all forms of aid, including democracy assistance).
The results are remarkably similar to those in Table 3, suggesting that aid classified as
democracy assistance is no more likely to impact NGO sustainability than aid in general.
A summary of statistics for the AID and (AID*ASIA) variables for sub-sectors of the
NGO Sustainability Index is included in Table 5 (complete results for all other independent
17

To test for robustness, I ran control regressions for each model using the Freedom House score as the
dependent variable (see Appendix A). Results were consistent with those of Fish (1998), Sarkissian (2002) and
Finkel et al (2008).
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variables are located in Appendix A). The results show that aid impacts some aspects of NGO
sustainability more than others, but primarily in Central Asia. When the score for the NGO
Sustainability Index was disaggregated into its seven sub-sectors, significant positive
relationships emerged for the interaction term (AID*ASIA) (see Table 5).
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Table 3: Results from pooled time-series regression (USAID Democracy and Governance aid)

*=P>0.10, **=P>0.05, ***=P>0.01
Note: Scores for Freedom House and corruption have been inverted to ease interpretation
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Table 4: Results from pooled time-series regression (total USAID investment)

*=P>0.10, **=P>0.05, ***=P>0.01
Note: Scores for Freedom House and corruption have been inverted to ease interpretation.
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Table 5: Summary of results for sub-sectors of NGO sustainability

*=P>0.10, **=P>0.05, ***=P>0.01
Complete tables with statistics for all independent variables are included in Appendix A
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The first half of Table 5 uses only USAID democracy assistance. The following effects
were observed for the interaction term: Legal Environment and Financial Viability were
significant at the 0.01 level in Model 1 and at the 0.05 level in Model 2, and Advocacy was
significant at the 0.01 level in both models. In addition, Organizational Capacity and Public
Image were significant in Model 1 but not in Model 2. Service Provision had a slight positive
effect in Model 1 (significant at the 0.10 level), but this effect disappeared in Model 2.
Infrastructure had no effect in either model. There were no significant effects for USAID
Democracy Assistance in the full sample, consistent with the results for the average NGO
sustainability score.
The second half of Table 5 shows the same results, but with the total amount of USAID
investment substituted in the place of USAID democracy assistance. The same relationships
emerge for the interaction term: Advocacy and Financial Viability demonstrate the strongest
effects, while Infrastructure has no effect. Legal Environment remains significant in Model 2,
but not in Model 1. Organizational Capacity gained in significance (at the 0.05 level for both
models). Service Provision and Public Image were significant in Model 1 but not in Model 2,
consistent with the results in the first half of Table 5 where USAID democracy assistance is
used. Interestingly, when measured as total USAID investment, aid had a small – but significant
– negative impact on the Advocacy sub-sector.
The results of the pooled time-series regression also provide some insight into the
determinants of NGO sustainability in general. The Freedom House score had a significant,
positive effect; returning very high t-values in all models (see Tables 3 and 4). This suggests that
in countries with high levels of freedom (as measured by both political rights and civil liberties)
have more sustainable NGOs; a finding which is aligned with those of other scholars (see
Mendelson and Glenn, 2000). This effect may be artificial however, since the NGO
Sustainability Index is modeled after the Freedom House index. It is clear that the presence of
political rights and civil liberties are correlated with a strong NGO sector, but it would be
premature to draw any causal relationships between the two, given their close structural
association.
Regime type may provide an alternative to the Freedom House score. Although the
Freedom House score and the Combined Polity Score measure two different things (freedom
versus democratic government), the two are closely associated with each other. The effect of the
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Combined Polity Score was insignificant in Model 1, but when the political culture variables
were added in Model 2 the coefficient for Combined Polity Score rose to statistical significance
at the 0.01 level. Again, this is probably due to the fact that the political culture variables are
missing some data for the Central Asian nations, all of which are strongly authoritarian. In
general, the results suggest that as governments become more democratic, the NGO sector is
strengthened.
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is another key determinant of NGO Sustainability
(statistically significant in both Models 1 and 2 when democracy assistance was used, and in
Model 2 when total USAID investment was used). This confirms the beliefs of modernization
theorists and others who argue that economic wealth and prosperity are the biggest drivers of
political reform. The data suggests that this is true: countries with higher GDPs do have more
sustainable NGO sectors.
Lack of corruption also appears to be critically important for NGO sustainability. The
coefficient for CPI in Model 1 was statistically significant at the 0.01 level. The effect went
away in Model 2, but again this is likely a symptom of the reduced sample size (a total of 87
observations were dropped). This finding indicates that NGOs are more successful in
environments where corruption is low.
Oddly, the Human Development Index (HDI) had a strong negative effect on NGO
sustainability (significant at the 0.01 level in both Models 1 and 2). This effect was somewhat
unexpected; although Fish (1998) did find that HDI has no influence on democratization, the vast
majority of literature supports HDI as the definitive measure of development. Theoretically, it
would seem that a wealthier, healthier and better educated populace would be associated with a
more sustainable NGO sector. Further testing is needed to determine whether the negative
relationship between HDI and NGO sustainability is spurious.
Religious diversity, not homogeneity, appears to be associated with a stronger NGO
sector. The coefficients for religious fractionalization are strongly positive (at the 0.01 level of
significance) in both models. This finding is in agreement with Foley and Edwards (1996), and
may also result from a certain level of diversity endemic to civil society organizations; citizens
sometimes turn to organized groups in order to further their own interests in a conflict. By
contrast, ethnic fractionalization had a slight negative effect on NGO sustainability which
became statistically significant (at the 0.01 level) in Model 2. It is clear that although religious
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diversity may benefit the NGO sector, ethnic diversity does not.
Although the cultural variables suffered from missing data problems, their inclusion in
Model 2 did reveal some interesting findings. Social Engagement and Satisfaction both had
strong, positive coefficients (significant at the 0.01 level). Institutional Trust, however, was not
significant. Although interpersonal trust is an important component of social capital (Putnam,
1995; Radnitz, 2009), it appears that trust in institutions matters much less. In fact, it may be the
case that citizens with low levels of trust in government are drawn to civil society organizations,
including NGOs, which are independent of the state.
As with HDI, the results for the Gini Coefficient were contrary to expectations. The
statistically significant, positive coefficients in both Models 1 and 2 suggest that higher levels of
inequality are associated with NGO sustainability. One possible explanation for this
phenomenon is that higher inequality has increased the need for NGOs, in order to fill the void
created by a poorly governed state (Henderson, 2003). Yet another explanation may be that
inequality is an essential aspect of a competitive, free-market economy. GDP is positively
correlated with NGO sustainability, and countries with higher rates of GDP growth usually tend
to have free market economies. Thus, inequality (as measured by the Gini coefficient) may
simply be a byproduct of the relationship between economic policy and NGO sustainability.
Distance from the West also had a strong negative relationship with NGO sustainability,
which was statistically significant in the second model. Countries that are further away from the
West have a weaker NGO sector than those that are close to the West. This finding is in
alignment with the work of Kopstein and Reilly (2000) and Lankina and Getachew (2006). They
argue that countries far removed from the West do not have as much experience with the norms,
resources and institutions that are required for political democracy. Similarly, values that
contribute to a Western-style NGO sector may also be less accessible to these countries.
Based on these findings, what can we conclude about the nature of the relationship
between democracy assistance and NGO sustainability in the post-communist world? It is clear
that wealth, as measured by GDP, is a strong indicator of NGO performance, as well as the
degree to which nations are already democratic and free – findings which bolster the
conventional wisdom. Low levels of corruption are indicative of a healthy NGO sector, as well
as a favorable political culture. Proximity to the West can also facilitate the development of a
sustainable NGO sector, although this factor is permanent and cannot be influenced. Finally,
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although USAID democracy assistance was shown to have no impact on NGO sustainability
overall, there was a significant positive effect on NGO sustainability in the Central Asian region.

Discussion
The results indicate that a wide variety of factors contribute to NGO sustainability in the
post-communist world. The following discussion will present an analysis of those factors in the
context of political and economic theory as well as the existing literature. In addition, I will
propose some possible explanations for why aid has had a significant impact in Central Asia but
only a negligible impact in other regions.

What makes a sustainable NGO sector?
Based on the data, there are four key drivers of NGO sustainability: high levels of
economic growth (as measured by GDP), a democratic regime that ensures both political rights
and civil liberties for its citizens, low levels of corruption, and an open and engaged political
culture. In addition, distance from the West is negatively correlated with NGO sustainability,
suggesting that countries with this geographical disadvantage will need more time and assistance
in order to develop their NGO sectors.18

Economic growth
Burnside and Dollar argued that aid is effective when “good” economic policies are in
place – that is, industries have been privatized, exchange rates are stable, and a laissez-faire,
free-market economy is widely accepted (Burnside and Dollar, 2000). High levels of GDP
indicate strong economic growth, which has been associated with a healthier, happier, bettereducated and more engaged citizenry (Sarkissian, 2002). Since citizens no longer have to attend
to their everyday survival needs, they are free to focus on non-essential pursuits, such as
participating in community activities. Most of the advanced industrialized democracies which
already have well-developed civil society sectors are also some of the biggest economies on the
18

As previously discussed, proximity to the West is also very important, but cannot be changed through
public policy. Readers are encouraged to consult Kopstein and Reilly (2000) for a more comprehensive analysis of
this factor.
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planet (i.e. Germany, the United States, Japan, etc.) The results suggest that NGO sustainability
will continue to improve as economic growth increases.

Freedom and democracy
Just as political theorists have argued that civil society contributes to democracy,
democracy may contribute to NGO sustainability. This is the proverbial “chicken and egg”
problem: although the direction of the causal relationship is not entirely clear, democracy and
NGO sustainability are strongly correlated with each other. If a transitioning nation wants a
healthy NGO sector, it must facilitate political participation and work to build and maintain
legitimate democratic institutions in order for NGOs to benefit. Attacking both issues
simultaneously (NGO sustainability and democratic consolidation) will circumvent any
ambiguity about causal connections.

Low levels of corruption
The data show that higher rates of corruption are associated with low NGO sustainability.
The Corruption Perceptions Index is a subjective indicator; it does not measure real incidences of
corruption, only perceptions of corruption provided by international businesses. However, there
is evidence that even the perception of corruption in a community can result in apathy and
cynicism among citizens. The belief that only those who bribe public officials can effect change
in public policy discourages individuals from participating in civil society. Survey evidence
shows that majorities of citizens in most post-communist countries have had encounters with
public officials, doctors and other authority figures in which they paid or were expected to pay a
bribe (Karklins, 2005). The continued proliferation of corruption alienates citizens who cannot
afford to pay bribes, and is inherently detrimental to free association and political participation.
Therefore, reducing corruption should be a key element of strategies to improve NGO
sustainability.

Political culture
The results for political culture must be viewed conservatively, in light of the fact that
these variables suffer from missing data. The addition of the political culture variables in Model
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2 did accentuate and suppress some other variables in the regression equation, casting doubt on
the appropriateness of their inclusion. However, some meaningful inferences may be drawn.
We do know, for example, that citizens who are socially engaged and satisfied with life are
associated with the presence of quality NGOs. Religiously plural societies also contain more
sustainable NGOs; however, ethnically plural societies do not. Institutional trust seems to matter
little; individual engagement and satisfaction were more critical. Consequently, a focus on
developing an open and engaged political culture, while minimizing ethnic conflict in plural
societies, should be a key element of efforts to build NGO sustainability.

Why does democracy assistance have a negligible impact?
Clearly, aid is not a driving force behind NGO sustainability in the larger sample. But
what accounts for this negligible impact? Although a certain amount of speculation is involved
when exploring the reasons why aid has failed to fully achieve its goals, the results suggest a
number of factors ranging from the internal policies of donors to the legacies of communism.
These potential explanations can be divided into two categories: the context into which aid is
introduced, and the conduct of donor organizations.

National context
The post-communist world is widely known for its corruption, and the data supports a
significant negative relationship between corruption and NGO sustainability (as corruption
increases, NGOs become less sustainable). Democracy assistance is usually routed through
NGOs in order to avoid the appearance of interfering with a sovereign nation's internal affairs
(Henderson, 2003). Consequently, it is unlikely that public officials themselves manage to
pocket significant amounts of aid. Instead, the influx of dollars from abroad may trigger
clientelistic behavior on the part of NGOs and civil society organizations. For example, the
perverse incentives that foreign funding often creates has resulted in the establishment of NGOs
for whom applying for foreign grants is a top priority (Henderson, 2002). These types of NGOs
usually have few members, and make little effort to administer programs or provide assistance to
the communities they are supposed to serve (Henderson, 2002). They also maintain very
hierarchical relationships with donors, and are solely concerned with the steps that they need to
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take in order to keep the grant money flowing (Henderson, 2002). In this way, NGOs can be
both victims and perpetrators of corrupt behavior, hampering their ability to fulfill their promises
to local citizens.
In addition, cultural patterns of clientelism may impact the way that aid dollars are used
once they have been received. In his discussion of foreign aid in Uzbekistan, Abramson
describes NGO leaders who are expected to share the grants that they receive on behalf of their
organization with the rest of their extended family and social network (Abramson, 1999). Since
Uzbeks do not separate personal and professional life in the same way that Westerners do, this
type of sharing is expected, even when it violates conditions imposed by Washington. Aid
agencies need to accept that corruption and clientelism exists, and develop strategies to
overcome these problems in a culturally sensitive way.
Evidence from previous studies suggests that civil society is fundamentally different in
the East than in the West. NGOs and Western-style civil society organizations may seem alien
and impersonal to Central Asians who are accustomed to close family ties and kinship or clanbased networks (Abramson, 1999) - although aid can certainly play a dramatic role in
familiarizing citizens with Western values. Furthermore compounding the problem is the fact
that donors often promote an ideal of civil society abroad which bears little relation to civil
society at home. Abramson writes,
“In trying to develop the world around us, we (and not only we) have a tendency
to prescribe to others ideal, not real, versions of what we are. This approach to
development and its counterpart civil society is doubly flawed because we cannot
expect aid-recipient peoples to become like us, let alone become virtual versions
of us” (Abramson, 1999, p. 1)
Is it realistic to expect nations with their own traditions and values to adapt to Western
interventions, even in cases where such interventions are realistically expressed? Can we take
political or economic ideas developed here at home and transplant them in other parts of the
world? Bunce emphasizes the important of regional context when trying to understand a
democratic transition, noting that even when some concepts are transportable from region to
region, the range of available strategies and accompanying payoffs is not always as fluid (Bunce,
1998). Aid agencies should admit that Western-style institutions and forms of governance may
not be the best choice in some regions; they must be adapted to fit the local context.
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Democracy assistance programs in particular may also suffer from problems of
legitimacy. If civil society is a place where self-organizing groups articulate their values and
advance their interests (Linz and Stepan, 1996), then how do citizens view a civil society sector
that has been externally imposed by a foreign power? Carothers says it best:
“If people in a country struggling to reform its political system perceive that
sensitive endeavors such as strengthening political parties, revamping democratic
civic education, or reforming the legislature are the work of outside actors
(especially foreign governments with significant geopolitical interests), the
legitimacy of such efforts will be questioned” (Carothers, 2009, p. 26)
The legitimacy of an NGO sector for local people is of critical importance: illegitimate NGOs
cannot recruit and maintain members or build horizontal networks of trust with other
organizations. Nor can they advocate on behalf of their interests, since the state has little
incentive to heed the views of an entity that is not supported by the voting populace.
Finally, history may provide an explanation for why democracy assistance programs have
experienced difficulty achieving their intended objectives. Earlier I discussed some
characteristics specific to post-communist nations, including: mistrust of organizations (due to
the legacy of mandatory participation in such organizations), the persistence of private friendship
networks, and disillusionment with democracy and the “new system” (Howard, 2002). These socalled legacies of communism are so powerful that they may mask the small but critical role that
aid can play. Fortunately, legacies are merely vestiges of the past which can eventually be
overcome. As time and generations distance the post-communist nations from their Soviet past,
it will likely become progressively easier for citizens to accept and participate in voluntary
associations, including NGOs.

Donor conduct
Aid agencies face a perpetual dilemma: do they give money to the countries that need it
most, or do they allocate it to countries that are showing improvement? The further behind a
nation is, the more aid it would seem to need, making it the focus of increased donor attention.
However, a simple side-by-side comparison of aid allocations from USAID and associated NGO
Sustainability Index scores suggests that this may not be the case (see Figure 3).
Nations whose NGO sectors are doing particularly well (Estonia, for example) receive
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very little democracy assistance from USAID (if they receive any at all). However, the nations
whose NGO sectors are faring the poorest also receive very little aid. A graph of aid and NGO
Sustainability Index scores reveals a non-linear relationship, in which the distribution of aid is
concentrated among those countries with average NGO Sustainability Index scores. Countries
with particularly high or low scores receive less aid (see Figure 4), with some exceptions.19
Thus, USAID and other donors may actually be distributing aid to countries whose NGOs
sectors have shown improvement, rather than those whose NGO sectors are in decline. This
hypothesis is supported by Akram (Akram, 2003). His data shows that “the overall flow of
foreign aid bears no relationship to human needs in developing and transitional countries”
(Akram, 2003, p. 1356). Although Akram’s work is focused on economic development
assistance and not democracy assistance per se, the same principles behind aid allocation policies
may still apply.
Some authors have suggested that if aid agencies do not administer their operations in a
culturally sensitive way, democracy assistance may be rendered ineffective or even backfire
against donor organizations. Mendelson and Glenn describe the “ghettoization” of NGOs who
accept Western assistance, drawing ever closer to foreign agencies than to the members they
represent or the local governments that they claim to influence (Mendelson and Glenn, 2000).
Compounding the problem are aid agents who have little knowledge of the region and isolate
themselves from the communities they are supposed to help. These agents are usually
unprepared for how their work will be received by locals, and are prone to making grave cultural
faux pas (for example, underestimating nostalgia for the Soviet era)(Mendelson and Glenn, 2000;
Easterly, 2006).

19

In the case of European Union member nations, Henderson has speculated that USAID left the region in
order to avoid interference with the EU's own democracy assistance programs (S. L. Henderson, personal
communication, April 7, 2010).
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Figure 3: Comparison of total USAID democracy assistance and average NGO sustainability
scores for the post-communist world (1997-2008)

Figure 4: A non-linear relationship between aid and NGO sustainability? Y-axis is NGO
Sustainability Index and X-axis is USAID democracy assistance.
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Furthermore, the types of conditions that aid agencies impose on recipients in order to
receive assistance, such as adopting Western-style political institutions, tend to disregard
longstanding cultural traditions and stifle local contributions to governance. Local NGOs and
civil society organizations are inherently grassroots organizations composed of members upon
whose behalf they are supposed to advocate. Unless these organizations are allowed to take
ownership of their activities and develop local sources of support, they will not derive as many
benefits from foreign aid (Richter, 1997).
In addition to problems with aid distribution in the field, USAID’s standard operating
procedures at home in Washington have been repeatedly criticized by scholars. The agency is
accused of being highly bureaucratic, cultivating an organizational culture of mistrust,
discouraging local ownership of assistance and outsourcing so many tasks that it becomes
overwhelmed by administrative and management responsibilities (Carothers, 2009). When it
comes to aid programs themselves, USAID is focused on counting outputs rather than assessing
outcomes, and hiring internal or biased consultants to conduct evaluations rather than
independent researchers (National Research Council, 2008; Carothers, 2009). A combination of
internal reform and external evaluation may well improve the administration of USAID,
eliminating waste and mismanagement and increasing the effectiveness of aid.

Why is aid more effective in Central Asia?
Although there are likely a multitude of known and unknown reasons why aid does not
fully achieve its stated goals, we do know that aid can be effective in some regions, and under
certain circumstances. One of the more intriguing findings from this study is that democracy
assistance, while having a negligible impact on NGO sustainability overall, does have a strong
positive influence on NGO sustainability in the Central Asian region. What accounts for this
unexpected effect?
One possible explanation is that the region as a whole lags so far behind the rest of the
post-communist world in terms of economic development and political reform that even small
amounts of aid help create NGOs that would not have existed in the absence of aid. Aid may
also help NGOs survive in situations of hardship where they otherwise would have failed.
Adamson (2002) notes that in Central Asia, as a direct result of democracy assistance the
government and citizens are increasingly aware of NGOs. Some community organizations that
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have been funded from abroad have successfully published research, engaged in advocacy,
provided essential technological resources such as computers, and built human capital through
training programs and other services (Adamson, 2002). These findings are reinforced by the
results of this study, showing that in Central Asia democracy assistance significantly impacts the
Legal Environment, Financial Viability and Advocacy dimensions of the NGO Sustainability
Index.
The idea that aid is most effective in places where it is needed the most is hardly new.
Sachs argues that aid acts as a “big push,” propelling underdeveloped nations towards selfsustained growth, at which point aid is no longer needed (Sachs, 2005). Although Sachs is
referring to economic development assistance and not democracy assistance, the same principle
might still apply. Nations that are farther along in their political development may not need any
aid in order for their NGO sectors to function well; aid that is disbursed might end up being
wasted on the undeserving or absorbed by corruption.
However, at this point we do not really know why aid is more effective in Central Asia
than in other regions. In light of this study’s findings about the factors that influence NGO
sustainability, it would seem that Central Asia is the least likely region to develop a sustainable
NGO sector. Central Asia ranks extremely low on many of the factors that were found to
positively impact NGO sustainability, including democratic governance, basic freedoms, high
GDP, low levels of corruption, an open political culture, and close proximity to the West.
Indeed, the NGO Sustainability Index scores remain stagnant for all five nations. If the Central
Asian republics have such hostile domestic environments for NGOs, then perhaps aid really is
the only factor that can be effective in the face of so many negative influences. If that is the
case, it would make sense to continue providing democracy assistance to the Central Asian
republics. Without this support, a large portion of NGOs might have trouble conducting their
work, and may not even be able to survive.
This raises an important question: what is democracy assistance expected to buy? If the
United States' goal is to purchase a grassroots civil society sector that will eventually sustain
Western-style democracy, aid will likely fall short of expectations. But if the objective is to
provide vital assistance to organizations working to improve society, aid can play a significant
role. By focusing on what can be done - rather than what isn't happening - donors will do little
harm and a great deal of good.
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Conclusion
Policy recommendations
Given the results, are there any suggestions that could help increase the effectiveness of
democracy assistance? Although there are a number of things that donors could do, the findings
from this study compel the following policy recommendations.

Redirect aid towards countries that need it most
The findings show that democracy assistance is most effective in Central Asia, which is
arguably the neediest region of the post-communist world. Although it is not clear why aid has
had such a positive impact in the region, the fact itself suggests that aid helps those countries that
need it most. Donors would do well to identify nations with the highest level of need and
increase aid to those nations. Similarly, the aid flow could be reduced in regions where aid has
no significant impact. This tactic would not only save money, but also help sustain NGOs in
volatile regions where they are most needed.

Support factors that drive NGO sustainability
To review, the key drivers of NGO sustainability are economic growth, democratic
governance and the existence of basic freedoms (both political rights and civil liberties), low
levels of corruption and a favorable political culture. In order to foster a more sustainable NGO
sector, aid agencies should support these factors. For the most part, aid agencies are already
doing this. Many donors, including USAID, provide economic development assistance designed
to stimulate growth and boost GDP. Political reform is also supported by donors. USAID's
Democracy and Governance program provides assistance in four areas: the rule of law, elections
and political processes, civil society, and governance – all of which would, in theory, contribute
to a democratic regime with basic freedoms. Finkel et al provide evidence that the Democracy
and Governance program does succeed in these endeavors, to a small extent. However, donors
could also change the way that aid is distributed in order to reduce corruption and foster a
political culture that is supportive of democracy.
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Adjust expectations
Donors need to be more realistic about what aid can buy, and focus their energies on
feasible opportunities. Rather than attempting to create an entire Western-style NGO sector from
scratch, donors should continue to support organizations that need their help and celebrate
successes (no matter how small they may be). Previous qualitative studies have revealed that
some organizations funded by democracy assistance would not have survived without
international support (Richter, 1997; Henderson, 2003). Others have generated hundreds of case
studies, anecdotes, and examples of aid working well (Fowler, 1997; Easterly, 2006). This
evidence cannot easily be dismissed.
It may also be the case that Western aid organizations expect too much change, too fast.
Aid takes time to generate an effect, and post-communist nations have only been independent for
the past twenty years. Unlike other regions of the world, such as Sub-Saharan Africa, where
foreign aid has been actively distributed for decades, post-communist nations have just begun
building democratic institutions. The accompanying surge in citizen participation and civic
engagement may be yet to come.

Further research
Aid organizations already conduct numerous evaluations of their programs, but how
unbiased are they? Carothers calls for more independent evaluation of aid agencies by outside
firms with no vested interest in the agency's success (Carothers, 2009). Furthermore, recipients
of aid are rarely provided with the opportunity to let agencies know if their needs have been met
(Easterly, 2006). Asking for and collecting feedback from recipient organizations would greatly
improve the quality of programs, and would also ensure that NGOs in recipient nations feel
valued and respected.
In addition to program evaluation, there is also a need for more academic research. This
study is based on aggregate, quantitative data which cannot possibly reveal every aspect of the
relationship between aid and NGO sustainability. More in-depth qualitative studies are needed
in order to identify the conditions under which aid can be made more effective.
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Broader impacts
Why is it important to improve NGO sustainability in foreign countries? The United
States government has made democracy promotion a critical national security objective, for a
variety of reasons. Democracies rarely come into conflict with each other, and are more likely to
engage in trade (Henderson, 2002). Scholars theorize that increasing the number of democracies
abroad will result in a more peaceful global community. Also, countries with democratic
governments usually provide higher standards of living for their citizens. Since poverty and
deprivation are often the source of violent conflict, alleviating these problems can contribute to a
more stable world.
A strong civil society sector is a necessary condition for democracy. NGOs are a
significant component of civil society – therefore, helping NGOs succeed may lead to more
democratic governance and the consolidation of democratic political institutions. Quite simply,
if we accept the argument that civil society is a prerequisite for democracy (as stated by
Tocqueville, Putnam and others) then we should support NGOs.
However, there are other reasons why a sustainable NGO sector is important. In addition
to their role as civil society organizations, NGOs often provide important services in their home
countries, such as legal advice, help for the poor (including food, clean water, and housing
assistance), education, training, and health care. Without international support, the capacity of
NGOs to provide these services will be greatly diminished. The benefits that NGOs bring to
local communities are well worth the expense – even if the larger goal of democratic
consolidation remains elusive.
The relationship between aid and NGO sustainability is complex and dynamic. Even
small changes to the way that aid is allocated and distributed may increase its capacity to do
good things. If policy recommendations are implemented, future studies may reveal marked
improvements to the effectiveness of democracy assistance.
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Appendix A
SAS Output
Legend
SAS Output Label
DGAID
TOTALUSAID
FH
invFH
GDP_percap
lnGDP
POLITYIV
HDI
CPI
invCPI
RELIGIOUSFRAC
ETHNICFRAC
INSTITUTIONALTRST
SATISFACTIONINDX
SOCIALENGAGEMENT
PROXWST
lnPROXWST
GINI
asia
YR
NGOSUS
LGL
ORG
FIN
ADV
SRV
INF
PIMG

Variable Name
USAID Democracy and Governance assistance
Total USAID investment
Freedom House Score
Freedom House Score (inverted)
Per-capita GDP
Natural log of per-capita GDP
Combined Polity Score
Human Development Index
Corruption Perceptions Index
Corruption Perceptions Index (inverted)
Religious fractionalization
Ethnic fractionalization
Institutional Trust Index
Satisfaction Index
Social Engagement Index
Distance from the West
Natural log of distance from the West
Gini coefficient
Interaction term (AID*ASIA)
Year
Overall NGO Sustainability Index score
Legal Environment sub-sector
Organizational Capacity sub-sector
Financial Viability sub-sector
Advocacy sub-sector
Service Provision sub-sector
Infrastructure sub-sector
Public Image sub-sector
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Descriptive Statistics
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Regression Results (D&G Aid): Dependent Variable is NGOSUS
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Regression Results (Total USAID Investment): Dependent Variable is NGOSUS
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SubSector Regressions (D&G Aid): Legal Environment
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SubSector Regressions (D&G Aid): Organizational Capacity
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SubSector Regressions (D&G Aid): Financial Viability
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SubSector Regressions (D&G Aid): Advocacy
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SubSector Regressions (D&G Aid): Service Provision
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SubSector Regressions (D&G Aid): Infrastructure
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SubSector Regressions (D&G Aid): Public Image
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SubSector Regressions (Total USAID Investment): Legal Environment
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SubSector Regressions (Total USAID Investment): Organizational Capacity
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SubSector Regressions (Total USAID Investment): Financial Viability
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SubSector Regressions (Total USAID Investment): Advocacy
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SubSector Regressions (Total USAID Investment): Service Provision
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SubSector Regressions (Total USAID Investment): Infrastructure
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SubSector Regressions (Total USAID Investment): Public Image
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Control Model: Freedom House Score as Dependent Variable

Model 1
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Model 2
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Pearson Correlation Coefficients
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Appendix C
Residual Plots
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